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Carrier-Phase-Based Initial Heading Alignment for
Land Vehicular MEMS GNSS/INS

Navigation System
Tisheng Zhang , Shan Liu , Qijin Chen , Xin Feng , and Xiaoji Niu

Abstract— For a micro-electromechanical system (MEMS)-1

based inertial navigation system (INS) and global navigation2

satellite system (GNSS) integrated system in land vehicular3

applications, rapid and accurate initial heading alignment is still4

a challenge. We propose an initial heading alignment method5

for MEMS INS using the GNSS carrier-phase measurement,6

based on the basic principle of trajectory similarity. The pro-7

posed method performs “trajectory matching” in the line-of-sight8

direction of satellites, where the angle is obtained by comparing9

the actual observed time-differenced carrier phase (TDCP) and10

INS-derived TDCP. Experimental results show that the initial11

heading could be determined accurate to 0.65◦ and 1.68◦ at12

a 95% confidence level within 5 s under open-sky conditions13

and in typical urban environments, respectively, using a typical14

MEMS inertial measurement unit (e.g., STIM300, Safran Sensing15

Technologies Norway) and high-quality GNSS receiver (NovAtel16

OEM6). The proposed method is also verified using a low-cost17

GNSS receiver and low-cost inertial measurement unit (IMU)18

chip under different environments. The proposed method per-19

forms better than existing approaches in terms of time efficiency20

and accuracy.21

Index Terms— Carrier phase, global navigation satellite system22

(GNSS)/inertial navigation system (INS) integration, initial align-23

ment, micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) inertial measure-24

ment unit (IMU), time-differenced carrier phase (TDCP).25

I. INTRODUCTION26

AN inertial navigation system (INS) can navigate27

autonomously without relying on external informa-28

tion [1], which is based on dead reckoning (DR) navigation.29

The states of this system, including position, velocity, and30

attitude, must be initialized before the start of navigation.31

When compared to the identification of the initial attitude, the32

initialization of position and velocity is significantly easier33

because the initial position and velocity can be accurately34
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provided by a global navigation satellite system (GNSS). 35

Traditionally, the initial alignment in a high-precision INS 36

varies from that in a low-cost INS because of the distinct 37

noise characteristics. In a high-quality inertial measurement 38

unit (IMU), the traditional static alignment method performs 39

attitude initialization by sensing the local gravity and rota- 40

tion rate of Earth, which is called coarse alignment of the 41

static alignment. Moreover, the pitch and roll of a micro- 42

electromechanical system (MEMS) IMU can be determined 43

using an accelerometer by sensing the gravity of Earth under 44

the existence of a large local gravity. However, it is difficult to 45

initialize the heading. Limited by technical and technological 46

factors, the gyro bias instability is usually more than 15◦/h 47

[2], [3]. Thus, the low performance of MEMS gyroscopes has 48

resulted in challenges in heading initialization. Consequently, 49

heading initialization has currently become an important and 50

popular issue in the field of inertial navigation. 51

When analyzing dynamic scenes in vehicle navigation, aux- 52

iliary information must be provided for the heading alignment 53

of the MEMS IMU. Common auxiliary information includes 54

GNSS data [4], [5], odometer readings [6], [7], and Doppler 55

velocity logs [8], [9], [10]. For example, the initial heading 56

can also be determined using a pair of antennas mounted on 57

the same vehicle [11]. When the INS is in motion, the vehicle 58

heading can be determined from the GNSS velocity vector 59

projected in the horizontal plane [11], [12] or determined from 60

the GNSS trajectory [4], [13, p. 207]. These methods are 61

straightforward, but the accuracy degrades when the vehicle 62

turns and becomes unreliable at low speed. 63

For a more general solution, in recent years, two pri- 64

mary methods have been developed to implement a coarse 65

alignment of the in-motion vehicle scene [14]: 1) Kalman 66

filtering-based coarse alignment methods [3], [15], [16] and 67

2) optimization-based iterative method [7], [17], [18], [19], 68

[20], [21]. The Kalman filtering-based method usually mod- 69

els the state errors accurately; therefore, accurate heading 70

results can be obtained using this method. However, this 71

method requires a long convergence time [22]. Han and 72

Wang [3] proposed a two-stage Kalman filtering algorithm for 73

low-cost INS, reporting 0.3◦ heading alignment accuracy in 74

approximately 150 s. Wang et al. [14] proposed an adaptive 75

unscented Kalman filter (KF) for the MEMS-based navigation 76

of an unmanned aerial vehicle, whose root-mean-square error 77

(RMSE) of the yaw angle was 0.059◦ for a convergence time 78
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of 80 s. The optimization-based method is an innovative solu-79

tion, which transforms the attitude alignment problem into a80

continuous attitude determination problem using infinite vector81

observation [23]. However, this method also requires a long82

convergence time [24]. Zhang et al. [2] proposed a velocity-83

based optimization-based alignment (OBA) method, reporting84

a 4◦ heading alignment accuracy within 60 s. Wei et al. [25]85

proposed a carrier Doppler-based initial alignment under low86

satellite visibility that required approximately 40 s to converge87

to 1.57◦ of average heading estimation error. Nowadays, sev-88

eral application scenarios require fast initialization capabilities89

for INSs equipped with MEMS IMUs [26]. The accuracy and90

the rate of initialization are significant. Therefore, a rapid and91

accurate initialization method is required.92

A rapid and accurate INS alignment method was proposed93

in [12], specifically for tilted real-time kinematic (RTK)94

receivers. This method calculates the initial heading as the95

angle between the INS- and RTK-indicated increment vectors96

of the antenna phase center position in the horizontal direction97

based on the fact that the INS- and RTK-indicated trajectories98

are similar in shape but with a rotation of the heading error.99

This method is able to determine the IMU’s initial heading100

angle accurately within only 2 s, thus resulting in a better101

performance in terms of both time efficiency and accuracy.102

However, this method requires the constraint of rigid body103

motion and is not suitable for land vehicular systems.104

From the literature review, we notice that rapid and accurate105

heading alignment for land vehicular GNSS/INS integrated106

systems is still a challenge. We try to address this issue by107

proposing an initial heading alignment method using the time-108

differenced carrier phase (TDCP) that most GNSS receivers109

can generate [27]. This present work is inspired by the110

previous work [12], and the initial heading angle is determined111

based on the basic principle of trajectory similarity, but using112

the underlying measurement, i.e., delta carrier phase, instead of113

the GNSS positioning solution. The contribution of the present114

work is given as follows.115

1) We use the TDCP for the first time as aiding to deter-116

mine the initial INS heading based on the principle of117

trajectory similarity. The benefit of performing matching118

in the carrier-phase level is that the GNSS base station119

is no longer needed to enhance the accuracy. It performs120

well even when there are fewer than four satellites121

available. Thus, the proposed method is much more122

flexible and valid under different conditions.123

2) The initial heading could be determined accurately at124

confidence level in only 5 s using typical MEMS IMU125

and GNSS receiver under open-sky conditions, which126

performs significantly better than the existing method127

in terms of time efficiency and accuracy. The proposed128

method is also verified using a low-cost GNSS receiver,129

IMU, and in challenging urban condition.130

II. METHODOLOGY131

In this section, an overview of the approach is first pre-132

sented. Then, we have described the proposed algorithm in133

detail. The implementation of the approach is presented finally.134

Fig. 1. Illustration of the initial heading alignment principle. (a) Top
view of the true trajectory, DR-derived trajectory, and satellite. The true and
DR-derived trajectories are similar in shape in the horizontal plane, but with
a rotation of the heading error �ψ . (b) Front view of the trajectories and
carrier phase. Trajectories can be projected onto the LOS direction based on
azimuth and elevation angle.

A. Principle of the Proposed Method 135

Fig. 1 shows the principle of the initial heading align- 136

ment. In the alignment phase, the host vehicle moves on 137

the ground, and synchronized raw IMU data and carrier- 138

phase measurements of the GNSS receiver are transmitted 139

to the alignment calculator. The GNSS receiver needs to 140

continuously output the carrier phase of at least one satellite 141

within the alignment period. The top of Fig. 1 shows the 142

trajectory of the vehicle in the local horizontal plane. In this 143

figure, ̂O A is the actual trajectory of the vehicle and
−→
O A 144

is the position increment vector, i.e., delta position vector 145

denoted by �r. ̂O B is the DR-derived trajectory obtained 146

using IMU measurements, which is explained subsequently. 147−→
O B is the DR-derived position increment vector, i.e., delta 148

position vector denoted by �r̂. Line A�O B � is the horizontal 149

projection of the vector from the starting point of align- 150

ment to a given satellite, i.e., the line-of-sight (LOS) vector. 151
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A� and B � are the projection points of A and B , respectively,152

on the horizontal LOS. From this figure, we obtain153

�α +�α̂ +�ψ = 180◦ (1)154

where �ψ is the deviation of the arbitrarily given initial155

heading from the true heading, which is to be determined in156

the alignment. Equation (1) implies that as long as �α and157

�α̂ can be determined, �ψ can be calculated, and the initial158

heading solution can be obtained.159

In the bottom of Fig. 1, all the points are in the vertical160

plane passing through the LOS. From Fig. 1, we obtain161

|O A��|
|O B ��| = |O A�|cos θ

|O B �|cos θ
= |O A| cos�α

|O B| cos�α̂
. (2)162

Consider that the lengths of trajectories
−→
O A and

−→
O B are163

equal, i.e., |O A| = |O B|. From (2), we obtain164

|O A��|
|O B ��| = cos�α

cos�α̂
. (3)165

Thus, the procedure for determining�ψ , i.e., initial heading166

alignment, is given as follows.167

1) Compute the DR-indicated trajectory (refer to168

Section II-B) using travel distance and gyro-derived169

attitude by arbitrarily assigning an initial heading ψ0 of170

the INS (usually 0), where the given heading ψ0 has a171

deviation �ψ from the actual initial heading. Thus, the172

determination of the initial heading means calculating173

�ψ . We have proven in previous research [12] that the174

DR-derived and true trajectories are similar in shape175

but with a rotation of �ψ , as shown in Fig. 1(a).176

2) The azimuth of vector
−→
O B is derived from the177

DR-derived positioning solution. The azimuth of the178

satellite can be calculated based on the satellite position179

and the initial position of the vehicle. Then, the angle180

between azimuth values of the trajectory vector and181

satellite �α̂ can be determined.182

3) |O A��| and |O B ��| are the lengths of the trajectory along183

the LOS direction. |O B ��| can be derived from the DR184

positioning solution, and |O A��| can be measured from185

the carrier-phase measurement of the GNSS receiver,186

which is derived in detail in Section II-C. Thus, �α187

can be calculated according to (3).188

4) According to (1), using �α̂ from step 2 and �α from189

step 3, the initial heading error �ψ can be calculated.190

B. DR Position Computation191

The vector r = [
B L H

]T
describes the position of the192

vehicle in the geodetic coordinate system. B , L, and H rep-193

resent the geodetic latitude, longitude, and ellipsoidal height,194

respectively. The DR position can be updated by the following195

equations:196

Bk = Bk−1 + �sN

RM + Hk−1
(4)197

Lk = Lk−1 + �sE

(RN + Hk−1) cos Bk−1
(5)198

Hk = Hk−1 −�sD (6)199

where RM and RN are the radii of curvature along the lines 200

of constant longitude and latitude, respectively [28]. �sn = 201[
�sN �sE �sD

]
represents the position incremental vector 202

with components between times k and k −1 in the north, east, 203

and down directions in the north–east–down frame (n-frame). 204

The n-frame position incremental vector �sn can be 205

obtained from the position incremental vector �sv (tk) in the 206

vehicle frame (v-frame, whose x-axis is consistent with the 207

forward direction of the vehicle, z-axis points downward, and 208

y-axis points outward) using the following equation: 209

�sn(tk) = Cn
b(tk)C

b
v (tk)�sv (tk) (7) 210

where Cn
b represents the rotation matrix that projects the vector 211

from the b-frame (IMU body frame, whose axes are the same 212

as those of the IMU) to the n-frame. Cb
v represents the 213

rotation matrix that projects the vector from the v-frame to the 214

b-frame, which is determined by the IMU mounting angles. 215

The position incremental vector �sv (tk) in the v-frame can be 216

expressed as an integral of the velocity 217

�sv (tk) =
∫ tk

tk−1

vv (τ )dτ (8) 218

where vv is the velocity vector in the v-frame, whose ele- 219

ments are zeros, except for the first one, and is expressed as 220

vv = [
v 0 0

]
, which can be easily obtained from the GNSS 221

position result or odometer output. 222

The attitude is updated with the direction cosine matrix 223

based on the gyro output. The progress in update from time 224

tk−1 to tk is based on the direction cosine matrix chain 225

rules [29], which are formulated as follows: 226

Cn
b(tk) = Cn(k)

b(k) ≈ Cn
b(k) = Cn

b(k−1)C
b(k−1)
b(k) (9) 227

Cb(k−1)
b(k) = I3 + sin ϕk(uk×)+ (1 − cosϕk)(uk×)2 (10) 228

ϕk = �γ k + 1

12
�γ k−1 ×�γ k (11) 229

where Cn
b represents the rotation matrix that projects the vector 230

from the b-frame to the n-frame, ϕk is the rotation vector, 231

and uk is the unit rotation vector along ϕk . �γ k−1 and �γ k 232

are incremental angle measurements of the IMU. I3 is a 233

3 × 3 identity matrix. (·×) represents the cross-product 234

(skew-symmetric) form of a given 3-D vector. 235

C. Initial Heading Angle Computation 236

The carrier-phase measurement from the i th satellite is 237

formulated as 238

φi = λ−1(d + δtu − δt (s) − I + T
) + N + εφ (12) 239

where d represents the absolute LOS distance between the 240

satellite and the receiver, δt (s) and δtu are the satellite and 241

receiver clock errors, respectively, I and T are the ionosphere 242

and troposphere propagation errors, respectively, and N is the 243

carrier-phase integer ambiguity [30]. 244

Since the proposed method is able to determine the initial 245

heading angle in a short time, e.g., 5 s, in such short period of 246

time δt (s), I and T change slowly, N is fixed, and δtu can be 247

estimated by the receiver positioning. Therefore, TDCP �φi
0,t 248
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from the i th satellite between time 0 and t is primarily caused249

by the distance between the satellite and the receiver.250

For simplicity, the TDCP can be expressed as251

�φi
0,t = φi

t − φi
0 ≈ λ−1(di

t − di
0

)
252

= λ−1(ei
t · d i

t − ei
0 · di

0

)
253

= λ−1
[
ei

t · (
d i

0 −�ru −�r i
s

) − ei
0 · d i

0

]
254

= λ−1[(ei
t − ei

0

) · d i
0 + ei

t · (−�r i
s −�ru

)]
(13)255

where e and d are the unit vectors in the direction of satellite256

and the position vectors from the receiver to the satellite,257

respectively, with subscripts 0 and t indicating the epoch258

and superscript i indicating the satellite. �r is the position259

incremental vector between t and 0 epochs and subscripts u260

and s represent the user and satellite, respectively.261

As the magnitude of ||et − e0|| is small, even if the error262

of d0 reaches 100 m, its influence on the distance can be263

neglected. Thus, (13) can be approximated as264

�φi
0,t ≈ λ−1[et · (−�r i

s −�ru
)]

265

= λ−1
(−�di

s −�du
)

(14)266

where �di
s and �du are the i th satellite and user movements267

along the LOS direction, respectively. Therefore, the TDCP268

can be divided into two parts: the influence of satellite and269

receiver movements.270

The distance of the receiver position increment along the271

LOS �du can be expressed as272

�du = ei ·�ru = ei
(
S−1�rn

u

)
. (15)273

�rn
u denotes the user position incremental vector expressed274

in the n-frame. S is the coordinate transformation matrix that275

transforms the Cartesian coordinates to the n-frame276

S =
⎡
⎣− sin B cos L − sin B sin L cos B

− sin L cos L 0
− cos B cos L − cos B sin L − sin B

⎤
⎦ (16)277

where B and L are the latitude and longitude of the origin of278

the n-frame, respectively, and S is an orthogonal matrix that279

has determinant 1. Therefore, (15) can also be expressed as280

�du = ei
(
S−1�rn

u

) = 1

di
de,i,T S−1�rn

u281

= 1

di

(
Sde,i)T

�rn
u = 1

di
dn,i,T�rn

u (17)282

where di denotes the absolute LOS distance between the283

GNSS receiver and the i th satellite. de,i = [
�di

x �di
y �di

z

]T
284

describes the vector from the GNSS receiver to the satellite in285

Cartesian coordinates, and it can be equivalently expressed as286

a vector dn,i = [
�di

N �di
E −�di

U

]T
in the n-frame.287

By retaining the horizontal coordinate components of the288

vector, we obtain289

�du = 1

di

(
�di

N�ru,N +�di
E�ru,E +�di

U�ru,U
)

290

= �du,H + 1

di
�di

U�ru,U (18)291

where �du,H is the horizontal component of the user move-292

ment along the LOS direction and �ru,N , �ru,E , and �ru,U293

are the north, east, and up components of the user position 294

incremental vector �rn
u , respectively. 295

The elevation angle θ and azimuth αs of satellite i can be 296

calculated based on the observation vector 297

θ = arcsin

(
�di

U

di

)
(19) 298

αs = arctan

(
�di

E

�di
N

)
. (20) 299

Thus, (18) can be transformed as follows: 300

�du,H = 1

di

(
�di

E�ru,E +�di
N�u, r N

)
301

=
√
�di2

E +�di2
N

di
302

×
⎛
⎝ �di

E√
�di2

E +�di2
N

�ru,E√
�r2

u,E +�r2
u,N

303

+ �di
N√

�di2
E +�di2

N

�ru,N√
�r2

u,E +�r2
u,N

⎞
⎠ 304

×
√
�r2

u,E +�r2
u,N 305

= cos θ(cosαu cosαs + sin αu sin αs)
∣∣�rn

u

∣∣ 306

= ∣∣�rn
u

∣∣ cos(αu − αs) cos θ. (21) 307

αu denotes the azimuth of the user movement, which can 308

be expressed as follows: 309

αu = arctan

(
�ru,E

�ru,N

)
. (22) 310

After the above transformation, we can estimate TDCP 311

based on the azimuth, elevation angle, and length of the 312

vector �rn
u . Substituting (21) into (14) and (18), we obtain 313

�φi
0,t = λ−1

(
−�di

s −�du,H − 1

di
�di

U�ru,U

)
314

= λ−1

(
−�di

s − ∣∣�rn
u

∣∣ cos(αu − αs) cos θ 315

− 1

di
�di

U�ru,U

)
. (23) 316

The increment in the carrier phase between the start and 317

the end of the actual vehicle trajectory is called observed 318

TDCP �φ̃. The increment in the carrier phase between the 319

start and the end of the DR-derived trajectory is called 320

DR-derived TDCP �φ̂. 321

�� represents the difference between the observed and 322

DR-derived TDCP. According to our previous research [12], 323

the vertical components of the true and DR-derived trajectories 324

are identical. Therefore, the influence of satellite movement 325

and the vertical component of user movement are canceled 326
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out during this process327

��0,t = �φ̃i −�φ̂i
328

= λ−1

(
−�di

s −�du,H − 1

di
�di

U�ru,U

)
329

− λ−1

(
−�di

s −�d̂u,H − 1

d̂ i
�di

U�r̂u,U

)
330

= λ−1
(∣∣�rn

u

∣∣ cos(αu − αs) cos θ331

− ∣∣�r̂n
u

∣∣ cos(α̂u − αs) cos θ
)
. (24)332

�r̂n
u denotes the DR-derived trajectory. �rn

u denotes the333

true trajectory. α̂u is the azimuth of the DR-derived trajectory.334

As discussed in our previous research [12], the DR-derived335

trajectory �r̂n
u(t) = [

�r̂u,N (t) �r̂u,E (t)
]T

is similar to the336

true trajectory �rn
u(t) = [

�ru,N (t) �ru,E (t)
]T

in shape but337

has a constant rotation because of the occurrence of the initial338

heading bias �ψ339

�r̂n
u(t) = Cn̂

n�rn
u(t) (25)340

where Cn̂
n is the directional cosine matrix that transforms341

the real n-frame to the misaligned n̂-frame. The errors in342

the misaligned n̂-frame stem from the initial heading errors.343

Moreover, the matrix Cn̂
n can be approximated according to344

the conversion from Euler angles to the attitude matrix [31]345

as follows:346

Cn̂
n =

[
cos�ψ − sin�ψ
sin�ψ cos�ψ

]
. (26)347

Therefore, the initial heading bias �ψ can be described348

based on the azimuth of the DR-derived and true trajectories349

�ψ = α̂u − αu . (27)350

According to our previous research [12], |�rn
u| is equal to351

|�r̂n
u|. Thus, (24) can be expressed as352

cos(αu − αs) = ��0,tλ

|�rn
u| cos θ

+ cos(α̂u − αs). (28)353

The azimuth of the true trajectory αu can be derived354

from (28). Since the cosine value of both (αu − αs) and355

(αs − αu) is the same, there are two possible solutions of356

αu to (28). However, only one of them is what we need. This357

ambiguity can be eliminated in the following approaches.358

1) Solving this equation with aid of the coarse positioning359

solution from single-point positioning (SPP), since we360

can roughly compute the azimuth from the delta position361

vector, as ψ = arctan(�rE/�rN ), where �rE and �rN362

are the position changes in east and north direction,363

respectively. Then, we are able to choose the correct364

solution that is close to the computed ψ .365

2) The principle of determining the correct solution using366

measurements from multiple satellites is given as fol-367

lows: since each satellite has a solution close to the368

true heading, by comparing the solutions from multiple369

different satellites, the correct solution can be deter-370

mined. In addition, by choosing the solution with the371

shortest distance to the GNSS-indicated result, we can372

also determine the solution.373

D. Practical Implementation 374

To obtain the calculated carrier phase of the point r̂ = 375[
B L H

]T
on the DR-derived trajectory, the position vector 376

r̂ in the geodetic curvilinear coordinate must be converted 377

to the point p = [
x y z

]T
in the Cartesian coordinate. This 378

conversion can be completed by the following equations: 379

x = (a + H ) cos B cos L (29) 380

y = (a + H ) cos B sin L (30) 381

z = [
a
(
1 − 2

) + H
]

sin B. (31) 382

Here, a is the transverse radius of curvature of Earth and  is 383

the eccentricity of the ellipsoid. 384

The satellite positions pi
S = [

x i yi zi
]T

can be derived from 385

an ephemeris. The distance di from the point on the ground 386

to the satellite with pseudorandom noise (PRN) i is calculated 387

as follows: 388

di
DR =

√(
x − x i

)2 + (
y − yi

)2 + (
z − zi

)2
. (32) 389

The TDCP of the DR-derived trajectory can be calculated as 390

�φ̂i
0,t = λ−1

(
di

DR(t)− di
DR(0)

)
. (33) 391

The TDCP of the true trajectory is derived from the carrier- 392

phase observation measured by the GNSS receiver as follows: 393

�φ̃i
0,t = φ̃t − φ̃0 (34) 394

where φ̃ denotes the observations of the GNSS receiver. 395

The implementation process is presented in Algorithm 1. 396

Algorithm 1 Initial Heading Alignment Using Carrier-Phase
Measurement

INPUT: �svk , r0, �θk−1, �θk , φ̃t , φ̃0.

CALCULATE DR-DERIVED TRAJECTORY

1. Assign an arbitrary initial heading and form the initial
attitude matrix Cn

b(0).
2. Update the attitude matrix Cn

b(tk) with gyro-derived
measurements �θk−1 and �θk using (9-11).

3. Update the DR-derived position rk with initial position
value r0 and travel distance �svk using (4-6).

4. Repeat step 2 and 3 until a DR-derived trajectory of
specific duration is generated.

CALCULATE TIME-DIFFERENCED CARRIER PHASE

5. Compute the TDCP of the DR-derived trajectory
�φ̂i

0,t using (29-33).
6. Compute the observed TDCP �φ̃i

0,t with carrier phase
observations φ̃t and φ̃0 using (34).

CALCULATE INITIAL HEADING ANGLE

7. Compute the azimuth α̂u of the DR-derived trajectory
using (22).

8. Compute the azimuth αu of the true vehicle trajectory
using (28).

9. Compute the initial heading bias �ψ using (27).
OUTPUT: �ψ .
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III. ERROR ANALYSIS397

According to (27), the initial heading angle�ψ is calculated398

based on the difference between the azimuth of the DR-derived399

trajectory α̂u and the true trajectory αu . Thus, the error in400

the heading angle comprises the errors of the DR-derived401

trajectory azimuth and true trajectory azimuth, which can be402

computed as follows:403

δα̂u = δ�r̂ n
u,H∣∣�rn
u

∣∣ (35)404

δαu = arccos

(
δ�φ̃0,tλ∣∣�rn

u

∣∣ cos θ

)
(36)405

where δα̂u denotes the error of the DR-derived trajectory406

azimuth and δαu denotes the error of true trajectory azimuth.407

δ�r̂ n
u,H is the horizontal error component of the DR-derived408

trajectory �r̂n
u . |�rn

u| is the length of the movement vector,409

and we can observe that the heading alignment error is410

inversely proportional to the length of the travel trajectory.411

δ�φ̃0,t represents the error in the observed TDCP. λ is the412

wavelength of the carrier phase. θ is the elevation angle of413

the satellite. Therefore, the initial heading estimation accuracy414

is influenced by the error in the DR-derived trajectory and415

the GNSS measurement. The equation above implies that416

for a given travel length, i.e., |�rn
u|, the more accurate the417

DR-derived trajectory is, the more accurate the initial heading418

should be. In contrast, the alignment error is inversely propor-419

tional to the trajectory length.420

In practice, several GNSS observations with different PRNs421

can be measured in each epoch, which is identical to the422

number of initial heading angles that can be calculated during423

the process. Integration of these results improves the accuracy.424

Therefore, an analysis of the accuracy of different satellites is425

significant. According to (28), the angle between the azimuth426

of the satellite and the trajectory (αu − αs) is a factor that427

influences accuracy. The number of satellites also influences428

the integration accuracy.429

Subsequently, we will analyze the four main factors affect-430

ing alignment, in order of importance. The four factors are431

carrier-phase measurement error, satellite geometry, DR error,432

and the number of satellites.433

A. Impacts of Carrier-Phase Measurement Error434

TDCP is used to denote the true trajectory and is calculated435

by subtracting the carrier-phase observations between two436

epochs. From the carrier-phase observation equation (12),437

we can derive the equation of TDCP, which is expressed as438

�φ = λ−1
(
�d +�δtu −�δt (s)439

−�I +�T )+�N +�εφ (37)440

where �φ is the TDCP of a satellite between two measuring441

epochs. λ is the wavelength of the carrier phase. �d denotes442

the increment of the absolute LOS distance between the443

satellite and the receiver. �δtu and �δt (s) represent the444

increments in the receiver and satellite clock errors,445

respectively. �I and �T denote the increments in the446

ionosphere and troposphere propagation errors, respectively.447

Atmospheric propagation error in the TDCP can be 448

neglected [32]. It should be noted that �d , �δtu , �δt (s), �I , 449

and �T represent distance measurement and are expressed 450

in units of meters. �N is the increment in the integer 451

carrier-cycle ambiguity. Assuming that the ambiguity does 452

not change during a short period, �N can be removed. 453

�εφ represents the unknown error during the measurement. 454

In the carrier-phase observations, the precision of εφ is in the 455

millimeter scale, which implies that �εφ is relatively small 456

and can be safely ignored [30]. 457

Satellites contain highly stable atomic clocks that control 458

all onboard timing operations. According to [33], the rate of 459

change in the satellite clock error is typically 1–2 mm/s over 460

short intervals. This implies that the TDCP error introduced by 461

the satellite clock error is approximately 0.5–1.0 mm as long 462

as the alignment is finished in a short time, for example, 5 s. 463

The reason why we choose a period of 5 s is explained in IV-B. 464

Therefore, the satellite clock error can be safely ignored. 465

Generally, receivers contain quartz clocks, which exhibit 466

worse performance than the atomic clock. Quartz clocks not 467

only have a large clock bias but also change quickly. It is dif- 468

ficult to model this error due to the irregularity of its changes. 469

The receiver clock results in carrier-phase measurement errors 470

that are uncorrelated over space and time, which implies that 471

the receiver clock drift is the primary error in TDCP. 472

The receiver clock drift or accuracy varies for different types 473

of receivers. The high-quality geodetic receivers typically esti- 474

mate and compensate for the receiver clock drift every second, 475

while the low-cost receivers do not. Thus, �δtu of high-quality 476

receiver is small. For a low-cost GNSS receiver, the receiver 477

clock drift may be significant and must be considered in the 478

alignment. Fortunately, it can be estimated and compensated to 479

an acceptable accuracy level from GNSS positioning process- 480

ing and the residual �δtu after compensation is also relatively 481

small. The residual clock drift of the high-quality receiver does 482

not exceed 0.1 m/s [34], which implies that, in the worst case, 483

δ�φ̃0,tλ = 0.5 m, if the alignment period is set to 5 s. In the 484

most general case, we assume that |�rn
u| = 70 m and the 485

satellite elevation θ = 45◦. Then, the error of the cosine value 486

is 0.5 m/(70 m × cos 45◦) ≈ 0.01. Assuming that the angle 487

between the azimuth of the satellite and trajectory (αu − αs) 488

ranges from 30◦ to 150◦, the error in the carrier phase indicated 489

that the azimuth value δαu ranged from 0.57◦ to 1.127◦. 490

The maximum multipath error of the carrier-phase measure- 491

ment is 0.25λ [35]. According to (36), the multipath leads to 492

a maximum 0.1◦ heading error supposing that |�rn
u| = 70 m. 493

B. Impacts of Satellite Geometry 494

Satellite geometry is determined with the azimuth αs and 495

elevation angle θ of the satellite, which will be analyzed 496

subsequently. 497

Solving the azimuth of the user trajectory αu using (28) 498

is a key step for calculating the initial heading angle, where 499

inverse trigonometric functions must be solved. Errors on the 500

right-hand side of (28) do not directly affect the azimuth of 501

the trajectory αu ; however, they affect the cosine of (αu −αs). 502

Therefore, the same magnitude of errors on the right-hand side 503

of the equation will have a different impact on (αu − αs) due 504
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to the difference in the value of (αu − αs) itself. According505

to the properties of cosine functions, the corresponding delta506

angle caused by the same delta cosine value is large when507

the angle is approximately 0◦ and small when the angle508

is approximately 90◦. Let us consider the aforementioned509

receiver clock error as an example; the unstable receiver clock510

brings an uncertainty of 0.01 to the cosine, which will lead to511

an uncertainty of 0.57◦ in (αu − αs) when (αu − αs) = 90◦
512

and 8.11◦ in (αu − αs) when (αu − αs) = 0◦. This implies513

that the angle between the azimuth of the user trajectory and514

satellite has a significant effect on the initial heading. When515

the azimuth of the satellite is perpendicular to the azimuth516

of the user movement, the initialization process will exhibit a517

better performance. However, when the vehicle moves toward518

the satellite, the accuracy of the heading angle will drop519

rapidly.520

Another factor is the elevation of the satellite. Equation (36)521

clearly shows that the heading error is inversely proportional to522

the cosine of elevation. Under the condition of identical TDCP523

errors, when the elevation of the satellite θ is close to π/2,524

which implies that the satellite is almost directly above the525

receiver, the TDCP error will be amplified and the accuracy of526

the alignment will decrease significantly. However, when the527

elevation is close to 0, the accuracy is not improved because528

the error in the carrier-phase observations is larger. Therefore,529

it is necessary to screen out the satellites with low and high530

elevations.531

C. Impacts of DR-Indicated Error532

The DR positioning error is induced by gyro-derived attitude533

and travel distance. Travel distance, which is measured using534

the odometer or GNSS data, can be measured accurately.535

Therefore, gyro-derived attitude is a major error source, which536

can be divided into the following four parts.537

1) Random Noise: Angular random walk (ARW) is often538

used to represent random noise. The low-cost IMU,539

i.e., ICM20602, which is used in our field tests, has540

the ARW of 0.24◦/h1/2. According to [13, p. 207], the541

standard deviation of ensuring attitude error is δψ =542

ARW(t)1/2 = 0.24 × (5/3600)1/2 = 0.009◦ after 5 s of543

integration, which is negligibly small.544

2) Fixed Gyro Bias: Gyro bias can be modeled as a random545

constant because the gyro bias changes slowly in the546

short alignment period of time, e.g., 5 s. Fixed gyro547

bias leads to an approximately linear attitude drift over548

short periods of time. This can be initially estimated549

by averaging the gyro measurements, while the IMU550

remains stationary in practice. Since there exists Earth551

rotation rate, which is about 15◦/h, and the gyro noise,552

which is about 7.2◦/h when ARW is 0.12◦/h1/2, an error553

of (152 + 7.22)1/2 = 16.6◦/h will lead to the estimated554

bias. The attitude drift induced by the gyro bias does555

not exceed 16.6◦/h × 5 s = 0.02◦ within 5 s, which can556

be ignored [12].557

3) Cross-Coupling Error: For a land vehicle, the changes558

in pitch and roll are usually small; therefore, the effect559

of cross-coupling can be ignored.560

4) Scale Factor Error: The scale factor errors cause head- 561

ing errors when vehicles turn around. Typical MEMS 562

IMUs usually have a scale factor of 0.5% [12]. If the 563

vehicle turns at an angle of 90◦, the gyro-derived attitude 564

error would be 90◦ × 0.5% = 0.45◦. This attitude 565

error will eventually lead to an error in the azimuth of 566

the DR-derived trajectory, which is half of the gyro- 567

derived attitude error in the worst case when vehicles 568

turn around, i.e., 0.45◦ × 0.5% = 0.225◦. 569

Therefore, from the above analysis, the DR error is primar- 570

ily induced by the gyro scale factor error, which can result in 571

a maximum of 0.225◦ of azimuth error. 572

D. Impacts of Satellites Number on Alignment 573

The error caused by the receiver clock drift exhibits a 574

different magnitude and direction of impact on the initial 575

heading. Let us consider a simple situation, in which two 576

satellites with the same elevation but different azimuth values 577

are symmetrical with respect to the vector of the increment 578

in the true vehicle position. The common-mode errors in 579

the TDCP, such as receiver clock errors, will lead to initial 580

heading errors that are identical in magnitude but opposing 581

in direction. Therefore, by averaging the results using these 582

two satellites, the error caused by the receiver clock drift is 583

eliminated. In practice, such ideal pairs of satellites generally 584

do not exist. However, if multiple satellites located in different 585

directions can be observed, averaging the heading solutions 586

obtained from these different satellites can significantly elimi- 587

nate the heading errors caused by common-mode errors in the 588

observations. As the number of available satellites increases, 589

the proposed algorithm becomes more robust since we have 590

sufficient observations allowing us to detect outliers in the 591

measurements. 592

Full determination of the impacts of the number and geom- 593

etry of available satellites through a theoretical approach is 594

complex. Here, we give two examples by assuming that there 595

are four satellites available to illustrate the best and worst 596

cases. 597

1) Best Case: Four satellites are symmetrically distributed 598

with respect to the direction of vehicle trajectory, and 599

assume the measurement of which have the same carrier- 600

phase error. The heading error of two pairs of these 601

four satellites is identical in magnitude but opposing in 602

direction. By averaging the estimated heading results, 603

a heading error will reduce to zero. 604

2) Worst Case: The four satellites are located in the same 605

direction of vehicle trajectory. Suppose that the error 606

of carrier-phase observations and DR are both in the 607

worst case, which assumes δφ̃0,tλ = 0.5 m and δαDR = 608

0.225◦. Then, the heading error of one satellite is 8.11◦, 609

and averaging does not have any improvement in align- 610

ment accuracy. 611

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 612

The proposed alignment method was evaluated and verified 613

using two different types of IMUs and two different types of 614
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Fig. 2. Photographs of the field test equipment.

GNSS receivers, in both open-sky areas and challenging urban615

environments.616

A. Experiment Description617

Experiments were conducted using a civilian land vehicle in618

Wuhan, China. Fig. 2 shows the photograph of the experimen-619

tal setup. In these tests, a high-quality GNSS receiver (OEM6,620

NovAtel) and a low-cost GNSS receiver (M8P module,621

u-blox) were used to collect the carrier-phase observations.622

Two MEMS IMUs with different grades, i.e., STIM300623

(Safran Sensing Technologies Norway) and ICM-20602624

(InvenSense, TDK Group), were used to collect the raw625

IMU data. STIM300 is a quasi-tactical grade MEMS IMU.626

ICM-20602, a low-cost MEMS IMU chip, is integrated in627

an INS-Probe, which is a self-developed MEMS GNSS/INS628

integrated system [36]. STIM300 and ICM20602 recorded raw629

IMU data at a sampling rate of 125 and 50 Hz, respectively.630

A high-precision navigation grade position and orientation631

system, named POS-A15, is used as a reference system,632

which is able to provide heading reference accurate to 0.01◦.633

The antenna is a high-quality GNSS antenna (HX-CSX601A,634

Harxon). The primary specifications of the equipment used in635

this experiment are listed as follows.636

1) GNSS Receiver: NovAtel OEM6, a high-quality GNSS637

receiver, and u-blox M8P module, a low-cost GNSS638

receiver module. They are used to verify the proposed639

method using different types of receivers.640

2) MEMS IMU: STIM300, a high-performance MEMS641

IMU; ICM-20602, a low-cost MEMS IMU chip. They642

are used to compare the performance of the method643

when using IMUs with different accuracy. Table I lists644

the parameters of these two IMU.645

3) Independent reference system: POS-A15, which is capa-646

ble of providing the reference attitude with an accuracy647

of 0.01◦.648

Fig. 3 shows the test path under open-sky conditions, which649

contains sufficient straight-line and curved segments to allow650

the vehicle to experience different dynamics. Similar tests651

TABLE I

SPECIFICATIONS OF IMUS

Fig. 3. Field test route under open-sky condition (from Google Earth).

were repeated in urban scenario in Wuhan dense city areas, 652

with the same equipment to verify the proposed method 653

under different hardware configurations and under different 654

environments. 655

B. Data Processing 656

We first take the experiments under open-sky conditions as 657

an example to analyze the results in detail and then repeated 658

the analysis procedure for other tests. The experiment under 659

open sky lasted about 50 min and can support 1506 alignment 660

samples with a 5-s alignment period. The choice of 5 s will be 661

explained later. The trajectory length of each alignment sample 662

was greater than 5 m. Each alignment sample was processed 663

independently with the data extracted from the raw IMU 664

data, single-frequency L1 carrier-phase observations at 1 Hz 665

of Global Positioning System (GPS) and BeiDou Navigation 666

Satellite System (BDS), and GNSS position solution at 1 Hz. 667

The alignment period was set to 5 s, considering the speed and 668

accuracy of the alignment. It should be noted that, although we 669

validated the algorithm by processing the collected data, the 670

proposed method can also be implemented in a real-time case. 671

Each sequence of carrier-phase observations in an alignment 672

sample can deduce an initial heading result. We used the 673

average of all observable satellite results as the result of the 674

alignment samples. The data processing steps are described as 675

follows. 676
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1) Extract synchronized raw IMU data, GNSS positioning677

data, and carrier-phase observations for a period of 5 s678

from the alignment start time. Choose the satellites with679

sequence observations.680

2) Process the alignment sample of each available satellite681

from step 1 using Algorithm 1. Calculate the average682

value of the initial heading results of each satellite as683

the heading alignment of this sample.684

3) Determine the alignment error by comparing the calcu-685

lated heading results with the reference heading. The686

calculated heading results are obtained from step 2 and687

the reference heading result is provided by the reference688

system.689

4) Move the alignment start time to the next epoch. Repeat690

steps 1–3 to calculate the next heading and determine691

the next alignment error.692

5) Repeat steps 1–4 to calculate the heading errors of the693

next dataset.694

It should be noted that the period of 5 s in step 1 is an695

empirical value, which is chosen by considering both the time696

efficiency and accuracy of the proposed alignment method:697

1) it is desirable to finish the alignment procedure in as698

short time as possible and 2) favorable accuracy should be699

achieved within this chosen period. If the alignment period is700

too short, for example, 1 s, the vehicle movement along the701

LOS direction may be not long enough, which leads to a larger702

alignment error. In contrast, a longer period means that the DR703

navigator works standalone in longer time, which would lead704

to a larger error in the DR-derived trajectory and result in an705

accuracy degradation in alignment. Therefore, 5 s is chosen in706

a compromised approach considering both the errors in both707

DR-derived trajectory and the movement length.708

C. Results709

The top of Fig. 4 shows the heading errors of each indepen-710

dent sample using measurements from STIM300 and the high-711

quality GNSS receiver under open-sky conditions. The heading712

error of each independent sample is obtained by averaging the713

results of all satellites available at that moment, i.e., totally714

9–23 satellites. Fig. 5 plots the cumulative distribution of the715

alignment errors in the top of Fig. 4, from which we can read716

that initial heading could be determined accurately to 0.65◦ at717

a 95% confidence level within only 5 s. In a previous study,718

Zhang et al. [2] proposed the velocity-based OBA method to719

converge the initial heading alignment accuracy to 4◦ in 60 s.720

Huang et al. [5] showed in his work that the best performance721

of the previous method was a 2◦ heading alignment accuracy in722

approximately 75–100 s. Wei et al. [25] proposed the carrier723

Doppler-based initial alignment method that required approx-724

imately 40 s to converge, and the average heading error after725

convergence was 1.65◦. Compared with previous research, the726

proposed method performs better in terms of accuracy and727

time efficiency.728

In the top of Fig. 4, we notice that the heading errors of729

certain samples are significantly larger than others, such as730

samples 120, 220, and 400. By comparing the heading errors731

with the motion of the vehicle, we find that these larger errors732

Fig. 4. Initial heading alignment errors (top) and the correlation with vehicle
steering rate (bottom) using STIM300 and NovAtel OEM6 receiver under
open-sky conditions.

Fig. 5. CDF plot of initial heading alignment errors using STIM300 and
NovAtel OEM6 receiver under open-sky condition.

occurred when the vehicle turned around. To visualize this 733

phenomenon, we plot the vehicle steering rate together with 734

the alignment error in Fig. 4. It shows that the initial heading 735

errors are highly correlated with the turning motion of the 736

vehicle. 737

In the top of Fig. 4, we also notice that the initial heading 738

errors of certain samples are larger than others; however, there 739

was no significant turning motion of the vehicle, such as 740

in samples 836 and 1121. This occurred because the angle 741

between the azimuth of the satellite αS and user movement 742

αU has an impact on the accuracy of the initial heading. 743

Fig. 6 shows the correlation of the heading error δψ and 744

the angle between two azimuths. The results of six satellites 745
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Fig. 6. Correlation of the initial heading errors δψ and the angle between
the azimuth of the satellite αS and user movement αU . G refers to GPS and
C denotes BDS.

were chosen to illustrate this issue. They reveal that when746

|αS − αU | approaches 0◦ or 180◦, the maximum value of747

the heading errors is marginally larger. Conversely, when the748

delta azimuth is approximately 90◦, the maximum value of the749

heading errors is less. This implies that, when the azimuth of750

the satellite is perpendicular to that of user movement, this751

alignment will achieve the best performance. The maximum752

value of the heading error increases at approximately 30◦ and753

150◦, and the heading errors in the azimuth range of 30◦–150◦
754

exhibited a similar performance in terms of maximum error.755

Thus, we can conclude that the initial heading is more feasible756

when the angle between the azimuth of the satellite αs and the757

user movement αu ranges from 30◦ to 150◦.758

To verify the proposed method, we plot the cumulative759

distribution function (cdf) curves of the alignment errors760

using different individual satellites in Fig. 7; 22 satellites761

with delta azimuth ranging from 30◦ to 150◦ were compared.762

A comparison shows that this heading alignment accuracy763

exhibits a good consistency by using different satellites. The764

accuracy of the initial heading calculated by an individual765

satellite alone ranges from 0.7◦ to 1.47◦ at a 95% confidence766

level. Moreover, 18 satellites have a heading accuracy of less767

than 1.0◦ at a 95% confidence level. When comparing the768

heading errors calculated based on an individual satellite with769

the average heading errors, as shown in Fig. 7, we notice that770

initial heading alignment accuracy improves to some extent.771

The proposed method was also verified using a low-cost772

IMU chip, i.e., ICM20602, as shown in Fig. 8. Similar to773

Fig. 4, the alignment errors are also the averages of all774

Fig. 7. CDF of the initial heading alignment errors using measurement of
different individual satellites (NovAtel OEM6, under open-sky condition).

Fig. 8. Initial heading alignment errors using ICM-20602 and NovAtel OEM6
receiver under open-sky condition.

observable satellites, and the samples include the vehicle 775

turning-around scenes. This result shows that the proposed 776

method can achieve 0.85◦ at a 95% confidence level within 777

5 s using a low-cost IMU chip and high-quality GNSS receiver 778

under open-sky conditions. Compared with the result using 779

STIM300, the alignment accuracy using a low-cost IMU chip 780

under open sky has no significant degradation. 781

To verify the application of the proposed method when using 782

a low-cost GNSS receiver module, Fig. 9 shows the initial 783

heading errors of each independent sample based on u-blox 784

M8P. Since the low-cost GNSS receivers do not estimate 785

and compensate for the receiver clock drift when generating 786

the observations, the accumulation of receiver clock drift 787

obtained from the SPP solution was used to compensate for the 788

observations. The results shown in Fig. 9 are the averages of all 789

observable satellites. The alignment samples include turning- 790

around scenes. The results show that the proposed method can 791

achieve 0.93◦ at a 95% confidence level within 5 s using high- 792

performance MEMS IMU and low-cost GNSS receiver module 793

under open-sky conditions. Compared with the result using a 794

high-quality GNSS receiver, the alignment accuracy using a 795

low-cost receiver under open sky has no obvious degradation. 796
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Fig. 9. Initial heading alignment errors using STIM300 and u-blox M8P
GNSS receiver module under open-sky condition.

Fig. 10. Initial heading alignment errors by using STIM300 and NovAtel
OEM6 GNSS receiver in typical urban environments.

To verify the application under urban environment, the797

proposed method was also tested in typical urban scenarios798

in Wuhan dense city areas, including boulevards, on viaducts,799

and between buildings. This field test used the same equipment800

as mentioned in Section IV-A. This experiment lasted about801

2.5 h. The data can support 3083 alignment experiments with802

a 5-s alignment period, excluding GNSS-denied environments803

(e.g., tunnels) and low-speed situations.804

Fig. 10 shows the heading errors of each independent805

sample based on STIM300 and NovAtel OEM6, in a typical806

urban scenario. We can notice that the heading errors of certain807

samples are significantly larger, and this is because the test808

contains some harsh scenarios, such as the GNSS signal just809

recovered (sample 242) or the vehicle turning (sample 1909),810

which cause serious deterioration of GNSS carrier phase. The811

result shows that even in a complex urban environment, the812

proposed method can reach the accuracy of 1.68◦ at a 95%813

confidence level with a 5-s alignment period. Fig. 11 shows the814

heading errors based on a low-cost GNSS receiver, i.e., u-blox815

M8P module in the same test as in Fig. 10. The result shows816

that in a complex urban environment, the proposed method817

with a low-cost GNSS receiver can reach the accuracy of 5.19◦
818

at a 95% confidence level with a 5-s alignment period.819

Table II compares the statistical results for the tests above820

under different conditions and with different hardware con-821

figurations. The heading errors in open-sky environment are822

Fig. 11. Initial heading alignment errors by using STIM300 and u-blox M8P
GNSS receiver module in typical urban environments.

TABLE II

STATISTICS OF THE INITIAL HEADING ALIGNMENT ERRORS

FOR DIFFERENT TEST CONFIGURATIONS

obtained by averaging the results of all satellites, while the 823

heading errors in complex urban environment only use the 824

satellites with delta azimuth ranging from 30◦ to 150◦. 825

The accuracy decreased in the urban environment, especially 826

when using a low-cost GNSS receiver module. The reasons for 827

the decrease are most likely two aspects: 1) the GNSS signals 828

are frequently reflected, blocked, and weakened in urban 829

environments, which cause serious deterioration of GNSS 830

carrier phase, and 2) the low-cost GNSS receivers do not 831

perform well in the quality control of observations since the 832

main goal of the low-cost GNSS receiver is to ensure the 833

continuity of observations and positioning as much as possible. 834

D. Discussion 835

This article proposes a rapid and accurate heading initial- 836

ization method using TDCP, achieving an accuracy of 0.65◦
837

with 95% confidence level within only 5 s under open-sky 838

conditions, using high-performance MEMS IMU and high- 839

quality GNSS receiver. One reason that the proposed method 840

can achieve such accuracy is that the TDCP can provide accu- 841

rate relative measurements with centimeter or even millimeter 842

accuracy levels. 843

In this article, a straightforward approach by averaging is 844

used to combine the heading results from multiple satellites to 845

give the final initial heading. The accuracy of estimated head- 846

ing is more reasonable when using a weight least squares (LS) 847
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Fig. 12. RMSE of the initial heading with respect to initial position error.

or KF, especially in the urban environment. However, when848

there are a large number of high-quality observations, the849

advantage of using a weight LS or KF will not be that850

significant.851

In theory, the proposed method can be used even under low852

satellite visibility. The experiment shown in this article was853

performed under open-sky area and used GNSS to provide854

the travel distance, which implies that at least four satellites855

are required. However, if an odometer is used instead of856

GNSS to provide the travel distance for the DR calculator,857

the proposed method can be performed with less than four858

satellites. Section II-C describes the calculation of the initial859

heading using the observations of only one satellite; however,860

there are two solutions of αu to function (28). This uncertainty861

can be eliminated by at least two satellites’ solutions to862

function (28). Thus, the worst case where the method can863

be used is when only two satellites are visible. According to864

Fig. 7, the solution of an individual satellite generally achieves865

an accuracy of 1.0◦ at a 95% confidence level. This implies866

that the proposed method can rapidly and accurately obtain867

the initial heading even under low satellite visibility, which is868

significant in urban complex environments.869

It should be noted that the proposed method is not sensitive870

to initial position errors, which is a requirement for the DR871

calculator. If an error exists in the initial position, under872

the condition that the error is not significantly large, for873

example, under 2 km, then we can consider that only a874

translational motion has occurred in the DR-derived trajectory875

when compared to error-free trajectory, which has a minimal876

effect on the azimuth of the trajectory. To verify the effect877

of the initial position error on heading alignment, Fig. 12878

shows a plot of the RMSE of the alignment samples when879

an initial position error exists, using the dataset used in Fig. 4880

whose RMSE is 0.27◦ when there is no initial position error.881

A certain position error disturbance (0.2–3 km) in the two882

orthogonal directions in the horizontal plane was separately883

added to the initial position. The corresponding alignment884

results were calculated and its RMSE was determined and885

plotted in Fig. 12. Fig. 12 shows that when the initial position886

error is 2 km, the RMSE value of the initial heading error887

is less than 0.7◦, whereas the RMSE value of the initial888

heading error with no initial position error is 0.27◦. In general,889

an approximate initial position can be easily obtained for a 890

vehicle as the last assembly position is usually saved locally 891

in the vehicle. Thus, this method can be practically applied to 892

vehicles, even under low satellite visibility. 893

V. CONCLUSION 894

In this research, we proposed an initial heading alignment 895

method for MEMS INS using the GNSS carrier-phase mea- 896

surement based on the basic principle of trajectory similarity. 897

The proposed method performed the trajectory matching in 898

the LOS directions of satellites, where the angle is obtained 899

by comparing the actual observed TDCP and INS-derived 900

TDCP. Experimental results showed that the proposed method 901

can achieve an accuracy of 0.65◦ and 1.68◦ with a 95% 902

confidence level in only 5 s under open-sky conditions and 903

in typical urban environments, respectively, using a typical 904

MEMS IMU and a high-quality geodetic GNSS receiver. 905

Similar experiments using a low-cost IMU chip or a low- 906

cost GNSS receiver module under different environments were 907

also used to verify the proposed method. The results showed 908

that this method exhibits considerable advantages in terms of 909

rapidity, accuracy, and applicability when compared to existing 910

alignment approaches. 911
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